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Order No. Model Description excl. VAT Inc. 20% VAT

4MinX Portable mixer/recorder, 4 microphone inputs excl. VAT Incl. 20% VAT

80 00 160 01 4MinX Portable mixer, 4 microphone inputs, numerous analogue and AES I/O 
processing and routing £2,950.00 £3,540.00

80 00 160 11 4MinX	  2-‐track Portable mixer/recorder, 4 microphone inputs, 2-track recording, 
numerious analogue and AES I/O, digital processing and routing £3,140.00 £3,768.00

80 00 160 21 4Minx	  4-‐track Portable mixer/recorder, 4 microphone inputs, 4-track recording, 
numerious analogue and AES I/O, digital processing and routing £3,331.00 £3,997.20

80 00 160 31 4MinX	  6-‐track Portable mixer/recorder, 4 microphone inputs, 6-track recording, 
numerious analogue and AES I/O, digital processing and routing £3,436.00 £4,123.20

80 00 160 41 4MinX	  8-‐track Portable mixer/recorder, 4 microphone inputs, 8-track recording, 
numerious analogue and AES I/O, digital processing and routing £3,627.00 £4,352.40

4MinX - Options

80 00 161 01 Timecode	  option	  (4MinX) Timecode option for 4MinX (Ambient system) £477.00 £572.40

80 00 166 01 Hirose	  10	  pts	  (4MinX)
Hirose 10-pin connector, fitted in place of of the XLR-5M socket for 
outputs 3/4. This also has inputs wired in parallel with line inputs 1/2 - for 
connection with a camera

£143.00 £171.60

80 00 164 01
"Soundfield	  monitoring"	  option	  

(4MinX)
Monitoring system adapted for surround production with Soundfield 
microphone system £473.00 £567.60

80 00 205 01 4MinX	  extended	  guarantee

The 4MinX is guaranteed for one year.  This option adds a further year to 
the guarantee.  Up to 4 may be purchased to extend the guarantee to a 
maximum of 5-years.  This  can be purchased with the machine, or at any 
time during the first year.  It MUST be purchased before the original one-
year guarantee expires.

£143.00 £171.60

4MinX - Kits

TBDTBD22 4MinX	  Recording	  Kit

Kit made of a 4MinX 8-track (800016041) and a set of accessoires: 
battery pack (ZAAS00047), bag (800016201), USB FR keyboard 
(ZAAS00052), line in adapter cable (WAAS00023), line out adapter cable 
(WAAS00024), AES adapter cable (800016301), µA USB adapter 
(WAAS00040) .

£3,999.00 £4,798.80

TBDTBD23 4MinX	  Timecode	  Kit

Kit made of a 4MinX 8-track (800016041) with Time Code option 
(800016101) and a set of accessoires: battery pack (ZAAS00047), bag 
(800016201), USB FR keyboard (ZAAS00052), line in adapter cable 
(WAAS00023), line out adapter cable (WAAS00024), AES adapter cable 
(800016301), µA USB adapter (WAAS00040) .

£4,477.00 £5,372.40

UK Price  -  £

NB:	  The	  4MinX	  is	  delivered	  without	  battery	  pack.	  	  We	  can	  supply	  the	  standard	  6Ah	  version	  or	  an	  
alternative	  high	  capacity	  "Hawk-‐Woods"	  7.2Ah	  version	  for	  longer	  running	  times
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4MinX  - Accessories

80 00 049 01
Mixy/4MinX	  AC	  power	  

adaptor/charger
AC power, 110-230V, operation and/or battery charging (NB: Supplied 
as standard with the 4MinX) £86.00 £103.20

ZAAS00047 Li-‐ion	  DV	  battery	  for	  4MinX Standard battery - 7.4V - 6000mAh (approx. 7 hours autonomy) £86.00 £103.20

HWDV-F980
Hawk-‐Woods	  DV-‐F980	  Li-‐ion	  DV	  

battery	  for	  4MinX

High Quality Hawk-Woods 7.2V - 7200mAh high capacity battery that will 
power the 4MinX for an hour or more longer than the standard battery 
(approx. 8.4 hours autonomy)

£80.00 £96.00

HWDV-C1
Hawk-‐Woods	  DV-‐C1	  charger	  for	  

above

Hawk-Woods charger for above.  Supplied complete with mains lead and 
12V car socket lead for alternative charging methods - for charging a 
spare battery while the 4MinX is in use

£29.00 £34.80

HWDV-MC2
Hawk-‐Woods	  DV-‐MC2	  fast	  

charger	  for	  above
Hawk-Woods fast charger - will charge two 4MinX batteries in less than      
5-hours £110.00 £132.00

80 00 162 01 Carrying bag for 4MinX Bag with access to I/O, compartments for accessories, wireless 
transceivers, etc. £263.00 £315.60

ZAAS00052
USB Keyboard, French 

AZERTY version French external keyboard for text inputs on 4MinX £48.00 £57.60

ZAAS00053
USB Keyboard, English 

QWERTY version English external keyboard for text inputs on 4MinX £48.00 £57.60

ZAAS00054
USB Keyboard, German 

QWERTZ version German external keyboard for text inputs on 4MinX £48.00 £57.60

80 00 163 01
AES	  output	  adaptor	  cable	  

(4MinX)
Female TA-3F plug to male XLR plug (XLR-3M) £72.00 £86.40

WAAS00023
Line-‐in	  adaptor	  cable	  

(Mixy/4MinX)
Split cable to two 3-pin female XLR connectors (XLR-3F) £62.00 £74.40

WAAS00024
Line-‐out	  adaptor	  cable	  

(Mixy/4MinX)
Split cable to two 3-pin male XLR connectors (XLR-3M) £62.00 £74.40

WAAS00040 USB	  adaptor	  μA	  to	  A Adaptor cable for connecting a USB peripheral ith a type-A USB socket £24.00 £28.80

15 00 063 91
Car	  battery	  adaptor	  

(Mixy/4MinX)
With cable for Mixy/4MinX DC input £67.00 £80.40

80 00 124 01
NP1	  battery	  holder	  

(Mixy/4MinX)
With cable for Mixy/4MinX DC input £296.00 £355.20

JAAS00076 MiniCon	  connector For making a cable to interface wireless transmitters/receivers £38.00 £45.60

JAAS00092 Audio	  Ltd.	  Tx	  adaptor	  cable Audio Limited transmitter adaptor cable (MIXY / 4MinX) £146.00 £175.20

JAAS00093 Audio	  Ltd.	  Rx	  adaptor	  cable Audio Limited receiver adaptor cable (MIXY / 4MinX) £126.00 £151.20

4MinX  - Upgrades

80 00 161 11 Timecode	  upgrade	  (4MinX) Upgrade for timecode function - requires the unit to be returned to the 
factory £573.00 £687.60

80 00 165 01
4MinX	  upgrade	  -‐	  2	  additional	  

recording	  tracks
2 additional recording tracks (up to a maxumum of 8 tracks), software 
upgrade £239.00 £286.80

80 00 165 11
4MinX	  upgrade	  -‐	  4	  additional	  

recording	  tracks
4 additional recording tracks (up to a maxumum of 8 tracks), software 
upgrade £430.00 £516.00

80 00 165 21
4MinX	  upgrade	  -‐	  6	  additional	  

recording	  tracks
6 additional recording tracks (up to a maxumum of 8 tracks), software 
upgrade £620.00 £744.00

80 00 165 31
4MinX	  upgrade	  -‐	  8	  additional	  

recording	  tracks
8 additional recording tracks (up to a maxumum of 8 tracks), software 
upgrade £811.00 £973.20

Tel:	  	  01869-‐600-‐817	  
www.sound-‐link.co.uk	  

This	  price	  list	  supersedes	  all	  previously	  issued	  price	  lists.	  
Prices	  are	  ex-‐works	  AETA	  including	  packing.	  Freight	  charged	  extra	  at	  cost.	  
Payment	  is	  required	  prior	  to	  shipment	  unless	  specifically	  otherwise	  agreed.	  
Manufacturer	  reserves	  the	  right	  to	  make	  changes/improvements	  without	  prior	  noCce.	  
Title	  to	  the	  goods	  remains	  with	  the	  seller	  unCl	  the	  goods	  are	  paid	  for	  in	  full.	  
E&OE	  


